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3 Two-view pose estimation

assuming planar camera motion

In this chapter, we focus on comparing two images taken by a robot observing the same

scene from different positions and computing the relative pose between the two robot

poses.1 We assume that the robot is equipped with a rigidly mounted calibrated camera

under a known pose. In order to improve the robustness and efficiency, we make the

assumption that the robot moves over a planar surface. We propose a completely novel

histogram-based method to determine a probability density function over the space of

all relative poses. Being able to robustly and efficiently estimate the relative pose, is

essential for the rest of the thesis. On the one hand, the existence of a relative pose is used

to define a link between two nodes of a topological view-based map in Chapter 4. On

the other hand, the estimated relative pose can be used for goal directed robot navigation,

see Appendix B.

3.1 Introduction

In Chapter 2, we have seen that various topological and geometrical mapping approaches

are based on the ability to compare a pair of images. State of the art methods estimate

the relative pose between the two camera poses from which those images are taken. A

common way to do this, is to automatically find similar looking image points between

two images. Part of the resulting image point correspondences are the projections of

salient 3D points in the environment, called landmarks. This is used to determine the

relative camera pose, consisting of the translation and the rotation using closed form

least squares methods (Hartley and Zisserman, 2003). Actually, the scale of the relative

pose cannot be determined. It is lost during the projection step. In this chapter, however,

we use the term “relative pose” instead of “relative pose up to an unknown scale”.

A major challenge when determining the relative pose given point correspondences,

is that a large percentage of the similar looking image points do not correspond to the

same 3D landmark. They are so-called mismatches. This percentage can increase up to

100% due to changing lighting conditions, large distances between the images and big

viewpoint changes. In addition, the image point locations of correct matches are noisy.

This noise stems from various sources, such as the noise of the imaging device itself,

discretization, errors of the calibration and so on.

To cope with noise and mismatches, the closed form methods have to be combined

with so-called robust algorithms. There are 3 robust methods commonly used: RANSAC

(RANdom SAmple Consensus) (Fischler and Bolles, 1981), M-Estimators (Maximum

1Part of the work described in this chapter was presented at the Robotics: Science and Systems Conference

(Booij et al., 2010).
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3 Two-view pose estimation assuming planar camera motion

likelihood Estimators) (Torr and Murray, 1997) and the Hough Transform (Hough, 1962).

State of the art relative pose estimators combine RANSAC to estimate an initial relative

pose and M-Estimators to improve it (Hartley and Zisserman, 2003; Eustice, 2005; Cum-

mins and Newman, 2009; Nistér et al., 2004). Basically, this approach tries to find a

maximum likelihood solution by first rejecting outliers, which are mismatches and cor-

rect matches with too much noise, using an error threshold. It then bases a least square

solution on the remaining correspondences, the inliers. The success of this approach

depends on the number level of noise and the percentage of mismatches (Torr and Mur-

ray, 1997; Zhang, 1998; Brückner et al., 2008; Armangué and Salvi, 2003). The Hough

Transform on the other hand, if seen probabilistically, computes the full likelihood on a

discrete grid of poses, without making an explicit distinction between inliers and outliers.

Because computer memory requirements grow exponentially with the number of param-

eters, the Hough Transform is generally not suited for pose estimation problems. How-

ever combinations of the Hough Transform with RANSAC (den Hollander and Hanjalic,

2007) do exist, as well as methods that treat rotation and translation estimation separately

(Heeger and Jepson, 1992; Censi and Carpin, 2009).

An approach to make pose estimation easier, is to incorporate constraints on the pos-

sible relative poses. If the robot drives over a planar surface, then the camera can only

rotate around a certain fixed axis which is perpendicular to the two dimensional transla-

tion direction. This is not only the case for indoor wheeled robots, but also for outdoor

vehicles driving over planar roads. We will call this constrained version of the general

pose estimation problem the planar relative pose problem. Given that there are fewer

possible relative poses for the planar relative pose problem, incorporating this constraint

results in more robust and accurate estimation process. Because the problem has fewer

parameters to estimate, the pose can in principle be estimated with fewer correct corre-

spondences than the general unconstrained pose estimation.

The question is how to incorporate the planarity constraint in a principled manner when

estimating the relative pose from point correspondences. What is the minimum number

of required correct correspondences? And how does one deal with a larger number of

correspondences which include a high percentage of mismatches?

In this chapter the application of the planar constraint for estimating the two-view

relative pose from point correspondences is investigated thoroughly. We first describe

the problem more formally in Section 3.2 and discuss previous work dealing with it. An

important aspect is the number of degrees of freedom of the planar relative pose problem

and the number of correspondences needed to solve it.

It is assumed by Ortı́n and Montiel (2001); Goedemé et al. (2005a) that the planar

relative pose problem can be solved using two correctly matched point correspondences.

However, in Section 3.3 we provide the novel insight that two correspondences some-

times could have been the result of two different relative camera poses. In other words,

the problem can sometimes not be uniquely solved using two correspondences. For uni-

formly distributed landmarks, we show that this actually happens in 50% of the cases.

We describe these cases on the basis of the position of the landmarks.

In Section 3.4, we derive the specific trigonometric functions that relate a single point

correspondence to possible relative poses that fit this correspondence. This results in

a novel closed form 2-point algorithm that given two point correspondences computes

a solution, or, if it cannot be uniquely solved, both solutions. We call this method the
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3.2 Two-view pose estimation - related work

Planar Two Point algorithm.

We continue the chapter by investigating how to deal with correspondences that in-

clude a high percentage of mismatches. In Section 3.5, we briefly describe a state of

the art approach to solving the planar relative pose problem. This is a variation of the

standard approach to perform general unconstrained pose estimation. This approach

combines a linear estimator that uses a minimum of 3 point correspondences with the

RANSAC algorithm and an M-Estimator. The linear estimator can also be replaced by

our Planar Two-point algorithm.

In Section 3.6, we approach the planar relative pose problem differently. Because the

problem has only a few degrees of freedom, it becomes interesting to try a method based

on the Hough Transform and discretize and analyze the whole solution space. We show

that the votes for each relative pose in the discretized space can be learned from existing

image data using the single point correspondence relation described in Section 3.4. In this

way, the different noise characteristics are captured without explicitly modeling them.

In addition, we present an efficient implementation using a precomputed lookup table,

reducing the estimation process to simple lookups.

In Section 3.7, the different approaches are evaluated by applying them to both sim-

ulated data and real datasets. We compare the novel Hough Transform-based approach

with the state of the art RANSAC and M-Estimator method. The state of the art method

is combined with both the novel Planar Two-point algorithm, as well as the known linear

estimator. In addition, an approach for general unconstrained pose estimation is applied

to the data for comparison. For evaluation on real camera images, the datasets described

in Appendix A are used.

In Section 3.8, we discuss the qualitative benefits of the proposed methods, as well as

possibilities to improve them.

Finally, in Section 3.9, conclusions are drawn from the experiments and directions for

improvement of the proposed methods are discussed.

3.2 Two-view pose estimation - related work

In this section we describe the estimation process concerning cameras that undergo pla-

nar motion. Most existing methods that deal with the planar relative pose problem are

founded on the better known general unconstrained relative pose problem. We, therefore,

first give a description of the unconstrained problem which is then used as a basis for the

planar constrained problem.

3.2.1 The unconstrained relative pose problem

The number of degrees of freedom of the relative pose problem is 5, namely 3 for a 3D

translation, plus 3 for a 3D rotation, minus 1 for the scale ambiguity. Every point cor-

respondence in the images can remove one degree of freedom by providing one variable

of information, namely 2 times 2 for the 2D pixel locations in both images, minus 3 for

the unknown 3D position of the corresponding landmark. So, in order to resolve the 5

degrees of freedom, at least 5 point correspondence are needed. We must note that this

is not the case if these correspondences lie in a degenerate formation, for example, if the
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3 Two-view pose estimation assuming planar camera motion

correspondences were projections of landmarks lying on the same line in space. In such

cases, one or more degrees of freedom cannot be resolved. See for example Maybank

(1992); Hartley and Zisserman (2003); Kanatani (1996). We will ignore these borderline

cases in this chapter.

Although 5 correspondences can resolve the degrees of freedom, they do not define

a single solution, but can be the result of up to 10 distinct relative poses (Faugeras and

Maybank, 1990; Maybank, 1992). A well-known algorithm that computes these solu-

tions in closed form is the Five Point algorithm proposed by Nistér (2004); Stewénius

et al. (2006). Algorithms using 5 correspondences are only useful when combined with

hypothesize and test schemes, such as RANSAC. This will be explained in Section 3.5.2.

Examples of robot mapping and navigation systems that use this scheme are Newman

et al. (2006); Snavely et al. (2008); Fraundorfer et al. (2007); Segvic et al. (2009).

In order to determine the single solution to the unconstrained pose problem, at least

8 point correspondences are needed (Longuet-Higgins, 1981). A well-known algorithm

that computes this solution is called the Eight-point algorithm (Hartley and Zisserman,

2003), which models the relative pose with a 3 by 3 matrix, known as the essential matrix,

and applies a relatively simple least squares algorithm. Examples of robot mapping and

navigation systems using this algorithm are Davison (1999); Basri et al. (1999); Zivkovic

et al. (2005); Mariottini and Prattichizzo (2008); Salvi et al. (2008); Elinas and Little

(2005).

One might argue that actually the Eight-point algorithm results in 4 solutions, and

likewise the Five Point algorithm results in up to 40 solutions (Nistér, 2004). This is

because these algorithms, like most other vision-based pose estimation methods, treat

light rays falling on the camera surface as lines propagating through the back of the

camera. This results in a 4 fold ambiguity (Horn, 1990). It can be easily resolved by

reconstructing the landmarks for each pose and checking for which of the poses the

landmarks lie in front of both cameras (Kanatani, 1996; Hartley and Zisserman, 2003).

In the field of Photogrammetry and later in Computer Vision, it is common to compare

different methods for relative pose estimation. A large number of overview papers have

appeared as well as literature describing comparisons with others algorithms, for exam-

ple based on 6 or 7 correspondences (Stewénius et al., 2006; Brückner et al., 2008; Ar-

mangué and Salvi, 2003). They are applied to typical Computer Vision type applications,

which are somewhat different than the typical Robot Vision applications. In Computer

Vision, images are usually acquired by a person rotating and translating the camera in

all 3 dimensions. In robotics, however, the motion is commonly constrained. Further-

more, in Computer Vision applications the camera is usually pointed towards visually

interesting scenes resulting in relatively many correspondences. In robotics, the camera

could be pointed to a blank wall, resulting in fewer correspondences and relatively more

mismatches. In this chapter, we specifically target typical robotics applications.

3.2.2 Planar relative pose problem

The constrained planar pose problem has, evidently, fewer degrees of freedom than the

unconstrained relative pose problem. The 2D rotation and 2D translation minus the scale

result in 2 degrees of freedom. As we have seen one correspondence can resolve one

degree of freedom. So, in general, 2 correspondences are needed to resolve the planar
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3.3 Planar pose problem and the number of solutions

pose problem. However, in practice it is more common to use 3 correspondences.

Brooks et al. (1998) show that by modifying the Eight-point algorithm, a planar con-

strained essential matrix can be estimated using 3 point correspondences, which results

in a single solution. This algorithm is known as the Planar Three-point algorithm and

is used in various robot localization and navigation systems (Ortı́n and Montiel, 2001;

Kosecká et al., 2005; Valgren and Lilienthal, 2008; Ramisa et al., 2009). In most of these

studies, it is by the way wrongly assumed that at least 4 correspondences are needed. We

will see in Section 3.4.3, where the algorithm is briefly described, that 3 correspondences

suffice.

To the best of our knowledge, only two studies, namely Ortı́n and Montiel (2001) and

Goedemé et al. (2005b), resulted in algorithms that solve the planar pose estimation prob-

lem with two correspondences. The first algoritm, briefly described in Ortı́n and Montiel

(2001), is loosely based on the Three-point algorithm and uses an iterative scheme to find

a solution. A proof of convergence is not given. The second one, described in Goedemé

et al. (2005b), briefly describes a closed form solution. However, some of the insights

necessary for implementing and using the method are omitted. The Two-point algorithm

described in detail in Section 3.4.2 is partly based on this last closed form method.

These two studies did not investigate how many solutions 2 correspondences can define

and assumed that there is always a single correct solution. As we show below, this is not

the case and the proposed algorithms thus sometimes return wrong relative poses. This

problem was not revealed in the performed experiments. A reason for this could be that

the algorithms were combined with the RANSAC method, in order cope with noise and

mismatches. The RANSAC method probably also discarded the errorneous relative pose

estimates.

As opposed to the unconstrained relative pose problem, there are no papers which

focus on evaluating or comparing different planar pose methods. Further, to the best of

our knowledge, no study has used one of the 2 correspondence algorithm apart from the

papers introducing them. In this chapter we will compare the Two-point algorithm with

the Three-point algorithm and the Eight-point algorithm.

3.3 Planar pose problem and the number of

solutions

We now show that two distinct planar relative poses could result in exactly the same two

correspondences. This is done by first investigating the possible poses given one noise

free correspondence, and then given two noise free correspondences. Specific algorithms,

based on these insights, are given in the next section.

3.3.1 Solutions given 1 correspondences

Figure 3.1 depicts two robot poses: L, aligned with the world frame on the ground plane,

and R somewhere else on the ground plane. The planar relative pose up to scale between

these poses can be parameterized in different ways. We choose to parameterize it using

two angles ϑ and φ. Angle ϑ denotes the direction of the translation, or heading, of robot

R in the frame of robot L and angle φ denotes the heading of robot L in the frame of
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3 Two-view pose estimation assuming planar camera motion

R

L
αL

Ground-plane

ϑ

φ

βL

αR

βR

F ′

dL

dR

F

Figure 3.1: 3D visualization of two robots, L and R, positioned on a ground plane both

observing a landmark F . The dashed circle on the ground plane indicates

the possible positions for robot R given the pose of L and the position of

F viewing angles. Four possible robot orientation for R are drawn on the

circle. The angles αL, βL and αR, βR which with F is seen by the robots and

the projection F ′ of F on the ground plane is used to compute the possible

relative robot poses, modeled with angle ϑ and φ.
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3.3 Planar pose problem and the number of solutions

ϑ

F ′

R

L

φ

(a) LF > RF

ϑ

φ

L

R

F ′

(b) LF < RF

Figure 3.2: A top view of the 2D ground plane of robot R and L seeing landmark F . In

(a) the same situation is visualized as shown in Figure 3.1, where the projec-

tion of landmark F on the ground plane F ′ is closer to R than L. In (b) F ′ is

closer to L. In both situations the angles ϑ and φ are drawn for four possible

relative robot poses.

robot R. Another common parameterization uses the heading and the rotation of robot

R in the frame of robot L, such as in (Ortı́n and Montiel, 2001). However, the proposed

parameterization reflects the symmetry of the problem.

Let us look at the way a single point correspondence constrains the possible solutions

of the planar relative pose problem. Both robots, L and R observe a landmark F under

a certain vertical angle αL and αR, and a certain horizontal angle βL and βR. The sinus

ratio of the vertical angles αL and αR defines the ratio of distances from the position of

L to F and the position of R to F . Because of the scale ambiguity we can fix the position

of F as long as the observation angles αL and βL hold.

Given the landmark position F , robot pose L and observation angles αR and βR, we

can determine the possible poses for robot R. Given the vertical observation angle αR

and the fact that the robot is confined to the ground plane, the position of the robot R
has a fixed distance to F and should thus lie on a circle on the ground plane (as shown

in Figure 3.1). For each position of robot R on the circle its orientation should be such

that βR points towards landmark F . In Figure 3.1, four possible positions with their

appropriate orientation are drawn on the circle.

The same situation as visualized in 3D in Figure 3.1 is visualized in 2D from a top

view in Figure 3.2(a). In this figure, the angles ϑ and φ are drawn for four possible

relative robot poses. Notice that robot R is closer to landmark F than robot L. In this

case, the angle ϑ is confined to a certain range of angles ϑmin < ϑ < ϑmax, as indicated in

Figure 3.2(a) by the dashed lines tangent to the circle. Angle φ, on the other hand, can

take any value in the range of 0 to 2π.

Figure 3.2(b) depicts a similar situation as in Figure 3.2(a), but here robot L is closer

to landmark F than robot R. In this case the circle of possible robot positions R encloses
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3 Two-view pose estimation assuming planar camera motion

robot L. As a result the angle ϑ can now take any value in the range of 0 to 2π, while

angle φ is confined to a certain range of angles.

3.3.2 Solutions given 2 correspondences

It is clear that one correspondence could have been the result of an infinite number of

possible relative poses. As we have seen in Section 3.2.2, two correspondences will

resolve all degrees of freedom, but may still result in a finite number of solutions.

Figure 3.3 visualizes the possible relative robot poses given correspondences in an-

other way, namely by plotting φ as a function of ϑ. The specific function is not important

right now and is derived later in Section 3.4.1. What is important is the way curves re-

lated to different landmarks intersect in the 2D space of possible relative robot poses.

Say the robots observe two landmarks, F1 and F2. We know from Figure 3.2(a) that if

robot R is closer to landmark F1 than robot L, then ϑ is confined to a certain range of

angles. This can be seen by the dashed curves in Figure 3.3(a). If the other landmark F2

is closer to robot L, then φ is confined to a certain range of angles, which results in the

solid curve in Figure 3.3(a).

Now, we come to an important result. Because both φ and ϑ are periodic, the two

curves in Figure 3.3(a) intersect in at least one point. In Section 3.4.2, we will see that

this is exactly one intersection, giving a single solution to the robot pose problem. If,

however, both landmarks are closer to robot R, then both curves are confined to a certain

range of angles ϑ and must intersect in at least two points (see Figure 3.3(b)). The

same holds for the situation where the two landmarks are closer to L. We will see in

Section 3.4.2 that there are exactly two intersections.

Given the spatial arrangement of the robot and landmark positions, two point corre-

spondences resulting from these landmarks define 1 or 2 possible relative robot poses:

(
LF1 −RF1

) (
LF2 −RF2

)
=

{
> 0 → 1 solution

< 0 → 2 solutions,
(3.1)

for which F1 and F2 denote the positions of the two landmarks and XY denotes the

distance from the position of pose X to the landmark Y .

Thus, in practice if an algorithm is given 2 noise free correspondences, yet is designed

to always return a single relative pose, then this pose will be wrong in 25% of the cases.

What is needed is an algorithm that computes both solutions if there are two, which then

can be post-processed by an hypothesize and test algorithm.

3.4 Algorithms for planar pose estimation

We begin by deriving the function that relates the heading of the first robot with respect

to the second ϑ with the heading for the second robot with respect to the first φ, given

a single point correspondence. Using this function we derive an algorithm which uses

2 point correspondence to compute the solutions to the problem, sometimes returning a

single solution and sometimes two solutions. In this section we also give a short descrip-

tion of a known algorithm that uses 3 point correspondences and approaches the problem

by formulating a set of linear equations which are solved using a least squares technique.
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Figure 3.3: Visualization of the possible relative robot poses by plotting the heading φ
as a function of ϑ for different point correspondences. In (a) one landmark

is closer to R and another is closer to L, resulting in two curves intersecting

in a single point. In (b) both landmarks are closer to R, resulting in two

intersections.
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3 Two-view pose estimation assuming planar camera motion

F ′

βR

ϑ

dL

dR

βL

φ

L

R

ω

Figure 3.4: A top view of the 2D ground plane of robot R and L and the projection of

a landmark on this plane F ′. The relative pose between R and L is param-

eterized using ϑ and φ. The robots see the landmark with the horizontal

observation angles βL and βR. The ratio of the distance dL and dR can be

derived from the vertical observation angles. The relative rotation ω is used

in deriving the 3-point algorithm in Section 3.4.3.

It is again assumed that image point correspondences are obtained by a noise free

projection of landmarks (without mismatches). The point correspondences are denoted

by two sets of 3D vectors of unit length {x1, . . . ,xn} and {x′
1, . . . ,x

′
n}, with xi =

[xi, yi, zi]
T , corresponding to n landmarks seen in respectively robot L and R. This

corresponds to a projection on a sphere of radius 1 around the viewpoint of the cam-

era, which allows the application of the algorithms on different types of omnidirectional

vision systems as well as conventional cameras (Bunschoten, 2003; Mariottini and Prat-

tichizzo, 2008).

3.4.1 One-point mapping function

A function that relates φ and ϑ to a point correspondence can be based solely on trigonom-

etry. First, the 3D problem as shown in Figure 3.1 is reduced to a simpler 2D problem. In

Section 3.3, we already pointed out that the vertical observation angles αL and αR can

be used to determine the ratio of distances dL of L to projection of the landmark on the

ground plane F ′ and dR of R to F ′. The length of F to F ′ can be expressed using αL

and dL and using αR and dR (see Figure 3.1):

FF ′ = dL tan(αL) = dR tan(αR), (3.2)

which results in the following ratio of dL and dR:

dL

dR

=
tan(αR)

tan(αL)
. (3.3)

The angles α∗ can be computed from the z coordinates of the spherical image points

using

α∗ = arcsin(z) (3.4)
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3.4 Algorithms for planar pose estimation

Figure 3.4 shows the triangle defined by L, R and F ′ on the ground plane. The angle
6 RLF ′ is simply defined by the horizontal observation angle βL minus ϑ. The angles

β∗ can be computed from the x and y coordinates of the image points using

β∗ = atan2(y, x), (3.5)

where the function atan2(y, x) is a variation of the arctangent function, as implemented

in standard C, which returns an angle in the range 〈−π, π].
Angle 6 F ′RL can then be found using the Law of Sines.

sin(6 F ′RL)

dL

=
sin(βL − ϑ)

dR

,

6 F ′RL =





arcsin

(
dL

dR
sin(βL − ϑ)

)

π − arcsin
(

dL

dR
sin(βL − ϑ)

)
if dL > dR,

(3.6)

where we explicitly take the ambiguous case into account that dR is smaller than dL.

Angle φ can be determined by adding the horizontal observation angle βR, and using

Equation (3.3):

φ =





βR + arcsin

(
tan(αR)
tan(αL) sin(βL − ϑ)

)

βR + π − arcsin
(

tan(αR)
tan(αL) sin(βL − ϑ)

)
if tan(αR) > tan(αL).

(3.7)

We now find a function that expresses the angle φ as a function of angle ϑ. As we

saw in Section 3.3.2 one value for ϑ sometimes defines two possible values for φ (see for

example the dashed line in Figure 3.3(a)). We can also express angle ϑ as a function of

angle φ. The derivation of this function is analogous to that of Equation (3.7) and clearly

shows the symmetry of the chosen parameterization:

ϑ =





βL + arcsin

(
tan(αL)
tan(αR) sin(βR − φ)

)

βL + π − arcsin
(

tan(αL)
tan(αR) sin(βR − φ)

)
if tan(αL) > tan(αR).

(3.8)

We have now obtained functions that map ϑ to φ given a single point correspondence.

Using this function, we can draw curves of possible robot poses as shown previously in

Figure 3.3. In Section 3.6, we will see how this result can be used to compute a robust

estimate given multiple point correspondences.

3.4.2 Planar Two-point algorithm

This section gives the complete derivation of the novel Two-point algorithm. The deriva-

tion is again based solely on trigonometry.

We assume the two robots L and R both observe two landmarks, F1 and F2 (see

Figure 3.5). Robot L observes the landmarks with angles (αL1, βL1) and (αL2, βL2)
and robot R with angles (αR1, βR1) and (αR2, βR2). The goal is to determine 1 or 2

relative poses parameterized as (ϑ, φ) pairs. Figure 3.5 shows all variables involved in

the derivation of the algorithm.
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3 Two-view pose estimation assuming planar camera motion

R

L

ϑ

βL2

δL
c2d2

e
βL1

φ

βR2

βR1

δR

λL
λR

γL

F ′
2

F ′
1

d2

d1

c1d1

Figure 3.5: Schematic drawings showing the variables involved in the two-point algo-

rithm. The scene is again seen from a top-view in which distances and angles

are measured only in 2D (parallel to the ground-floor).

An intuitive approach to this problem is to define two functions using Equation (3.7)

and try to substitute one in the other:

βR1 + arcsin

(
tan(αR1)

tan(αL1)
sin(βL1 − ϑ)

)
= βR2 + arcsin

(
tan(αR2)

tan(αL2)
sin(βL2 − ϑ)

)
.

(3.9)

It is difficult, if not impossible, to solve ϑ using this function. Therefore, we take a

different approach. We will try to find enough parameters of the quadrangle (also known

as a tetragon) formed by the points L-F ′
2-R-F ′

1 (as seen in figure 3.5), to compute the

angles of a triangle between one of the landmarks and the robot poses. If for example

we know the angle 6 RLF ′
1, which is denoted by γ in Figure 3.5, it is straightforward to

determine ϑ.

We can compute the angles of the quadrangle at L and R, denoted by δL and δR, by

taking the differences between both pairs of horizontal observation angles β’s:

δL = βL2 − βL1 (3.10)

δR = βR2 − βR1 (3.11)

The distances from the two views to the landmarks cannot be determined, but the ratio

between these distances can be determined using the vertical view angles as described

previously (see Equation (3.3)). Here, we introduce extra variables c1 and c2 for conve-
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nience:

c1 =
c1d1

d1
=

tan(αL1)

tan(αR1)
(3.12)

c2 =
c2d2

d2
=

tan(αL2)

tan(αR2)
. (3.13)

We now have enough parameters to determine the shape of the quadrangle, except

for the scale which cannot be determined from point correspondences. Without loss of

generality, we set one of the distances, namely the one from view L to landmark F ′
1, to

1:

d1 ≡ 1 (3.14)

The ratio between distances from view L to landmarks F ′
1 and F ′

2 can be computed

with the use of the distance between landmark F ′
1 and F ′

2 denoted by e. The distance

e can be expressed in two ways using the left triangle L-F ′
1-F ′

2 and the right triangle

R-F ′
1-F ′

2 by applying the Law of Cosines:

e2 = 1 + d2
2 − 2d2 cos(δL) (3.15)

e2 = c2
1 + c2

2d
2
2 − 2c1c2d2 cos(δR) (3.16)

Equating the right parts of equations 3.15 and 3.16, gives a second order polynomial in

d2:

1 + d2
2 − 2d2 cos(δL) = c2

1 + c2
2d

2
2 − 2c1c2d2 cos(δR) (3.17)

(
1− c2

2

)
d2
2 − 2 (cos(δL)− c1c2 cos (δR)) d2 + 1− c2

1 = 0 (3.18)

This can be solved using the quadratic formula:

a = 1− c2
2 (3.19)

b = −2(cos(δL)− c1c2 cos(δR)) (3.20)

c = 1− c2
1 (3.21)

d2 =
−b±

√
b2 − 4ac

2a
(3.22)

This could result in two real solutions for d2, which indicates that given two point cor-

respondences there could be two possible solutions for the relative pose. The rest of the

derivation has to be performed using both these values.

Using the distances d1 and d2 we can calculate distance between the two landmarks:

e =
√

1 + d2
2 − 2d2 cos(δL) (3.23)

Using once more the Law of Cosines the angles λL and λR can be calculated:

λL =





arccos

(
d2

2
−e2−1
−2e

)
if δL < π

− arccos
(

d2

2
−e2−1
−2e

)
if δL > π

(3.24)

λR =





arccos

(
c2

2
d2

2
−e2−c2

1

−2c1e

)
if δR > π

− arccos
(

c2

2
d2

2
−e2−c2

1

−2c1e

)
if δR < π,

(3.25)
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3 Two-view pose estimation assuming planar camera motion

where we took into account that the triangles can be acute or obtuse. The angle L-F ′
1-R,

which we denote with λ, is given by

λ = λL + λR. (3.26)

From the angle λ we can compute γL using the atan2 function to get an angle in the range

〈−π, π]:

γL = atan2(c1 sin(λ), 1− c1 cos(λ)) (3.27)

Using angle βL1 we can now compute ϑ:

ϑ = βL1 − γL (3.28)

The angle φ is computed using the triangle L− F ′
1 −R and angle βR1:

φ = βR1 + (π − γL − λ) (3.29)

The complete algorithm as given by equations (3.10)-(3.13) and (3.19)-(3.29) can be

applied to every pair of distinct point correspondences. However, for a robust implemen-

tation which handles noisy point correspondences and mismatches one has to be cautious.

Most implementations of the arccosine function return a complex number if it is called

with a variable which has an absolute value higher than 1. This could happen for some

noisy pair of point correspondences. Furthermore, it could happen that c1 or c2 becomes

negative if a point correspondence has a positive vertical angle in one view and a negative

vertical angle in the other. In both of these cases, the relative pose is undetermined and

the algorithm will output no solutions.

3.4.3 Planar Three-point algorithm

We now give a short description of a known algorithm that uses 3 point correspondences

(Ortı́n and Montiel, 2001; Brooks et al., 1998). This algorithm is based on the well-

known Eight-point algorithm, which can be used to estimate unconstrained camera mo-

tion (Longuet-Higgins, 1981; Hartley and Zisserman, 2003).

The camera motion is parameterized using a 3x3 matrix E called the essential matrix.

It can be constructed from a 3x3 rotation matrix R and a 3D translation vector t =
[tx, ty, tz]

T :

E = [t]× R, (3.30)

in which [t]× is the matrix representation of the cross product with t,

[t]× =




0 −tz ty
tz 0 −tx
−ty tx 0



 . (3.31)

An important characteristic of the essential matrix is that it relates point correspon-

dences using the following linear relation:

(x′
i)

T Exi = 0 for all i. (3.32)
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This can be used to estimate the nine entries of E from a set of 8 or more point corre-

spondences using the Direct Linear Transform (DLT), which works as follows (Hartley

and Zisserman, 2003). First, the linear equations are rewritten in the following form:

Ae = 0 (3.33)




x1x
′
1 · · · xnx′

n

x1y
′
1 · · · xny′

n

x1z
′
1 · · · xnz′n

y1x
′
1 · · · ynx′

n

y1y
′
1 · · · yny′

n

y1z
′
1 · · · ynz′n

z1x
′
1 · · · znx′

n

z1y
′
1 · · · zny′

n

z1z
′
1 · · · znz′n




T 


e11

e12

e13

e21

e22

e23

e31

e32

e33




= 0, (3.34)

where erc is the entry of matrix E in row r and column c.

The number of degrees of freedom of E, and thus also e, is 8, namely 9 for the 9

matrix entries minus 1 for the scale ambiguity. Thus, at least 8 linear equations are

needed and, because each point correspondence provides one equation, at least 8 point

correspondences are needed. A least square solution for E:

arg min
E

∑

i

(x′
i)

T Exi = 0 (3.35)

can be found by applying a singular value decomposition (SVD) to AT A and taking the

eigenvector corresponding to the smallest singular value.

The essential matrix has rank 2 and its first two eigenvalues are equal (Hartley and

Zisserman, 2003). The DLT algorithm does not enforce this nonlinear constraint. By ap-

plying an SVD to E giving E = USV ′ and building a new matrix E′ = Udiag(1, 1, 0)V ′

we find an essential matrix that does enforce this constraint and is normalized at the same

time. For details see Hartley and Zisserman (2003).

In case of a planar camera motion, 5 of the 9 entries of the essential matrix are zero by

definition. This can be seen by expressing E in the heading ϑ and the rotation angle ω:

E =




cos(ϑ)
sin(ϑ)

0





×




cos(ω) − sin(ω) 0
sin(ω) cos(ω) 0

0 0 1





=




0 0 sin(ϑ)
0 0 − cos(ϑ)

sin(ω − ϑ) cos(ω − ϑ) 0



 (3.36)

This formula is a common way to specify the planar constrained essential matrix (Ortı́n

and Montiel, 2001; Brooks et al., 1998; Bunschoten, 2003). The rotation angle ω relates

to φ and ϑ by

ω = π + ϑ− φ, (3.37)
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3 Two-view pose estimation assuming planar camera motion

as can be seen in Figure 3.4. Using this we can rewrite Equation (3.36) into

E =




0 0 sin(ϑ)
0 0 − cos(ϑ)

sin(φ) − cos(φ) 0



 , (3.38)

which clearly shows the symmetric relation between angles ϑ and φ.

Only the non-zero entries of E have to be estimated reducing Equation (3.34) to:




x1z
′
1 · · · xnz′n

y1z
′
1 · · · ynz′n

z1x
′
1 · · · znx′

n

z1y
′
1 · · · zny′

n




T 


e13

e23

e31

e32


 = 0, (3.39)

Computing a least square solution is similar to the non planar case, except for the min-

imal number of correspondences. The number of degrees of freedom of this reduced E
is 3, namely 4 for the 4 non-zero entries minus 1 for the scale ambiguity. Thus, only 3

point correspondences are necessary. In the next sections, when dealing with noisy cor-

respondences, we examine the error function that this least squares solution minimizes.

Now that we found the essential matrix E, we can extract the rotation R and the trans-

lation t. Each essential matrix can be decomposed in 4 possible relative robot poses

(Horn, 1990; Hartley and Zisserman, 2003). This ambiguity can be resolved by repro-

jecting the point correspondences to the world domain and checking if their reprojection

has a positive depth in both cameras, i.e. if they lie in front of the camera surfaces where

the image points were found. For the correct relative pose this will indeed be the case.

To summarize, by estimating the essential matrix a method is obtained for estimating

the planar relative pose problem using 3 point correspondences. Actually, the 3 corre-

spondences overdetermine the estimation problem which has only 2 degrees of problem

as we have shown. Thus, a least square technique is used to find a solution that best fits

the 3 correspondences.

3.5 Estimation in the presence of noise and

mismatches: state of the art

In the previous sections we assumed that image point correspondences were obtained by

a noise free projection of 3D landmarks. As we have explained in Section 3.3, from three

or more of these correspondences the camera pose can be determined. In Figure 3.6(a),

the curves of a few noise free correspondences are plotted in the camera pose solution

space and, as can be seen, all of them intersect in the same pose. In practice, image

point correspondences are automatically found by an image matching algorithm such as

the SIFT method (Lowe, 2004) as explained in Chapter 2. Each image point position

is therefore subject to a considerable amount of noise. On top of that, part of the point

correspondences are the result of mismatched image points. Figure 3.6(b) shows that

the curves in pose space resulting from these noisy correspondences do not intersect in

a single point. The question is how to determine the camera pose given these noisy

correspondences.
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Figure 3.6: Visualization of the possible relative robot poses by plotting φ as a function

of ϑ for multiple correspondences randomly picked using a relative pose with

ϑ = φ = 0. (a) Generated using 5 noise free correspondences. (b) Gener-

ated using 5 noisy correct correspondences (solid curves) and 3 mismatches

(dashed curves). Note that, by coincidence, one of the mismatches corre-

sponds to a curve close to the actual pose.

The problem can be formulated as searching for the Maximum Likelihood. Given n
point correspondences denoted as {ξ1, . . . , ξn}. Each correspondence is parametrized by

the angles ξi = (αLi, βLi, αRi, βRi). The problem is then to determine the most likely

relative pose ϑML, φML:

(ϑML, φML) = arg max
(ϑ,φ)

p(ξ1, . . . , ξn|ϑ, φ) (3.40)

= arg min
(ϑ,φ)

∑

i

− log p(ξi|ϑ, φ), (3.41)

where we make the common assumption that the observed point correspondences are

independent given the robot pose.

The term − log p(ξi|ϑ, φ) describes the negative log likelihood, and is known as the

error function. The major problem when estimating the camera pose, is that this error

function is not known. Various assumptions about the error function have resulted in

different approaches and algorithms. A common approach is to try to describe the noise

of the correspondences that resulted from correct matches with an error function and then

treat the correspondences that have a very large error as the mismatches.

In this section we explain a state of the art (Torr and Murray, 1997; Hartley and Zis-

serman, 2003) method to deal with this problem in the context of planar relative pose

estimation. The method uses explicit error functions for the correspondences resulting

from correctly matched image points, given in Subsection 3.5.1. Mismatches are dealt

with using the RANSAC algorithm to provide an initial estimate of the pose, as explained

in Subsection 3.5.2. This is followed by an M-Estimator to improve this estimate, as ex-

plained in Subsection 3.5.3. The method can be combined with both the Planar Two-point
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3 Two-view pose estimation assuming planar camera motion

algorithm described in Section 3.4.2 and the Planar Three-point algorithm described in

Section 3.4.3.

3.5.1 Error functions for correct matches

We now describe standard error functions that return the error of a measured point cor-

respondence and an estimated planar pose, given that the correspondence resulted from

a correct match. They focus on the noise that was caused by the projection process of

the 3D landmarks on the image surface. This is usually assumed to be isotropic homoge-

neous Gaussian distributed noise. The negative log likelihood is then defined as the sum

of the Euclidean distance between the image points of the correspondence and the noise

free projections of the actual 3D landmark. This measure is known as the geometric error

(Hartley and Zisserman, 2003). Unfortunately, we cannot compute it, because we do not

know the actual position of this landmark.

What we can easily compute is the so-called algebraic error (Hartley and Zisserman,

2003), which was actually already defined when writing the pose estimation problem as

a linear estimation problem in Section 3.4.3. Specifically, it is the residual of the least

square error function defined in Equation (3.39):

ri = xiz
′
ie13 − yiz

′
ie23 + zix

′
ie31 − ziy

′
ie32 (3.42)

Although this measure is easy to compute, it does not have a geometrical meaning. That

is, it is not related to the projection process of the imaging system. However, it can be

used to compute a first order approximation of the geometric error, which is known as

the Sampson distance (Torr and Murray, 1997). This is done by weighing it with the size

of its gradient with respect to the image point coordinates. For the used spherical image

representation, we assume Gaussian noise for all three axis. The gradient is then given

by:

∇ri =

(
∂ri

∂x

∂ri

∂x
′

)
=




z′ie13

z′ie23

x′
ie23 − y′

ie32

zie31

zie32

xie32 − yie23




, (3.43)

which are determined using Equation (3.42).

The Sampson distance is now given by:

di =
ri

|∇ri|
, (3.44)

where |∇ri| denotes the Euclidean norm of ∇ri.

3.5.2 RANSAC

A method that is particularly robust against a high percentage of mismatches is the

RANSAC algorithm (RANdom SAmple Consensus) (Fischler and Bolles, 1981; Torr and

Murray, 1997), which is nowadays the standard method for relative pose estimation from
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Figure 3.7: Comparison of the performance of the RANSAC when using eight, five, three

or two point correspondences, computed using Equation (3.45) while varying

the percentage of mismatches. The number of candidates N was set to the

typical value of 100.

images. RANSAC randomly picks a subset, or sample, of correspondences from which it

computes a candidate relative pose using one of the closed form estimators. An exmam-

ple is the Two-point algorithm (Section 3.4.2). For each correspondence of the complete

set we check if it fits the candidate pose, by computing its error - for example using the

Sampson distance - and checking if it is below a preset threshold. A correspondence that

fits the candidate pose is said to be an inlier. This procedure is repeated for different

random samples producing a large number of candidate poses. Finally, from these poses

the one is chosen with the highest number of inliers.

The rationale of RANSAC is that at least one of the candidate poses is computed from

only correct point correspondences and will thus be close to the maximum likelihood,

which results in a relatively large number of inliers. The probability p of RANSAC

picking at least one sample of only correct matches, can be related to the number of

samples N , the percentage of correct correspondences w, the size of the sample s and

the average number of solutions given by the closed form algorithm k:

p = 1− (1− ws)(
N
k ) . (3.45)

This is a variation of the formula given by Fischler and Bolles (1981), which lacks the

dependence on k. As can be seen, p depends exponentially on s. So it is beneficial

to choose it as small as possible. That is why it is important to use an algorithm that

needs the minimal number of correspondences. The value of k, which is usually ignored

when determining p (Fischler and Bolles, 1981; Hartley and Zisserman, 2003; Torr and

Murray, 1997), is 1.5 for the Two point algorithm (see Section 3.3.2), 2.74 for the Five

Point algorithm following (Nistér, 2004) and 1 for the others.

In Figure 3.7, Equation (3.45) is used to show the advantage of using an algorithm that

uses two correspondences instead of to the standard algorithm that uses three correspon-
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3 Two-view pose estimation assuming planar camera motion

dences. As can be seen, the largest gain of using a Two-point algorithm is for a high

percentage of mismatches between 70% and 95%. Note, however, that the formula does

not take into account image noise. In practice correct point correspondences are noisy

and therefore pose estimates based on fewer correspondences are less accurate. This is

not taken into account in Equationr 3.45 or Figure 3.7.

The final RANSAC solution is based on only the minimal set of noisy correspon-

dences. Usually the RANSAC method is followed by an iterative algorithm that uses the

solution of RANSAC as the initial guess.

3.5.3 M-Estimators

All the inliers of the RANSAC solution can be used to compute a new pose using a closed

form algorithm that can handle an unlimited number of point correspondences, such as

the Planar Three-point algorithm. However, as we have seen, the Planar Three-point

algorithm minimizes the algebraic error instead of the geometric error. We can use the

size of the gradient of the residual with respect to the image point coordinates to make

an improved estimate of the essential matrix E∗ by computing:

E∗ = arg min
E

∑

i

1

|∇ri|
(x′

i)
T Exi = 0. (3.46)

As can be seen, E∗ depends on ∇ri, which in turn depends on an estimate of E. There-

fore, the essential matrix is estimated using an iterative scheme, which is termed itera-

tively reweighted least squares (IRLS).

Given new estimates of E we should again determine which of the correspondences are

inliers by computing their error, for example, by using the Sampson Distance. Usually,

instead of setting a hard error threshold, a sliding scale is used to weight the correspon-

dences. A common method to weight correspondences is known as Huber Weighting

(Torr and Murray, 1997):

wi =






1 di < σ
σ/di σ < di < 3σ
0 3σ < di

(3.47)

By combining this weight with the size of the gradient, we obtain the following update

formula:

E∗ = arg min
E

∑

i

wi

1

|∇ri|
(x′

i)
T Exi = 0. (3.48)

The combination of such robust weighting schemes with IRLS (Equation (3.46)) is called

an M-Estimator.

3.6 Estimation in the presence of noise and

mismatches: novel histogram-based estimator

In this section, we describe a completely novel robust method to estimate a planar pose

given noisy correspondences including mismatches. The method is based on discretizing
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Figure 3.8: Example discretized likelihood of the relative pose space (a) and log like-

lihood (b), given 5 correct matches and 5 mismatches. White bin indicate

low likelihood, while dark bins indicate high likelihood. Both ϑ, φ and c
are discretized into 256 bins, each approximately 0.025 radians wide. The

model used for generating this likelihood assumed 90% mismatches and 0.01
projection noise, as explained in Section 3.6.3. For clarity, the dashed circle

indicates the maximum likelihood in (a).

the solution space and is, in this respect, similar to the well-known Hough Transform. For

each bin in the discretized space, the likelihood of the observed correspondences is com-

puted (Subsection 3.6.1). Instead of computing the likelihood for each correspondence

on the fly, it is taken from a precomputed lookup table (LUT) (Subsection 3.6.2), which

represents the likelihood in a discretized way. The LUT is kept small by taking advantage

of the One-point mapping function described in Section 3.4.1. The likelihood could be

approximated using an error measurement function described in Subsection 3.5.1. We,

however, construct it from existing sensor measurements and groundtruth pose informa-

tion or using a simulator modeling the planar pose problem (Subsection 3.6.3).

3.6.1 Discretizing the solution space

We go back to the problem description formulated as finding the Maximum Likelihood

in Equation (3.40). Instead of evaluating the likelihood of certain selected poses, like in

RANSAC, or determining the gradient of the likelihood to improve such a pose, like the

M-Estimator does, we now take a very different approach.

Like in the well-known Hough Transform, we discretize the solution space into a grid.

In our case, this is a 2D space of relative planar poses represented by the angles ϑ and

φ. Then, the likelihood for each of the poses corresponding to the grid points is deter-

mined given the set of observations. In this way, we get a discretized likelihood over the

complete space of poses. The pose with the highest value approximates the maximum

likelihood solution. See Figure 3.8 for an example of such a discretized likelihood, given

noisy correspondences including mismatches.

Because we assume the noise of the different observed point correspondences is inde-

pendent given the relative pose, the likelihood of a set of correspondences can be com-
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3 Two-view pose estimation assuming planar camera motion

puted by multiplying the likelihoods of each single correspondence (see Equation (3.41)).

Actually, in practice we should restrain from multiplying likelihoods, because of the risk

of underflowing machine precision. Rather, we work in log space, summing the log of

the likelihoods. This is similar to the Hough Transform, which sums the so-called votes

from each correspondence. As opposed to the Hough Transform, in our approach these

votes are not 0 or 1, but we use the log likelihood to weight the votes. The question now is

how to determine the log likelihood of the different poses given a single correspondence.

3.6.2 Lookup table

For each point correspondence, we need to determine a log likelihood for all the poses

in the discretized pose space. Even if determining such a log likelihood would cost

only a limited amount of computational time, the overall computational cost quickly

grows prohibitively large. So in practice, this rules out the use of evaluating functions as

described previously in Section 3.5.1.

To solve this problem we discretize, besides all possible poses, all possible observa-

tions and precompute a lookup table of the log likelihood for each combination of obser-

vation and pose. For each new observation we can then quickly lookup the log likelihood

values for the different poses.

The log likelihood of a single correspondence ξ = (αL, βL, αR, βR) is given by

− log p(αL, βL, αR, βR|ϑ, φ). Thus, if we would naively construct such a lookup ta-

ble, it would have 6 dimensions, 4 for the point correspondence angles and 2 for the

relative pose. This would be quite impractical. In order to keep the size of the LUT

comprehensible, the 6D space should be discretized in large bins, resulting in a large

discretization error. We now show that the dimensionality of the LUT can be reduced to

only 3 dimensions by using the One-point mapping function introduced in Section 3.4

and some common assumptions about the noise.

The One-point mapping function given in Equation (3.7) can be written as

φ− βR + arcsin

(
tan(αR)

tan(αL)
sin(ϑ− βL)

)
≈ 0. (3.49)

As can be seen, the terms αL and αR are only used in the combination
tan(αR)
tan(αL) . In

addition, variables ϑ and βL and variables φ and βR are only used in the combinations

ϑ − βL and φ − βR. They describe the horizontal angles to the landmark relative to

the heading of the cameras. The joint probability of observing a correspondence under a

certain relative pose can thus be represented as:

p(αL, βL, αR, βR, ϑ, φ) = p

(
tan(αR)

tan(αL)
, ϑ− βL, φ− βR

)
. (3.50)

This holds if we assume that the noise characteristic of the horizontal and vertical view

angles of a point correspondence does not depend on actual value of that point corre-

spondence. This assumption is comparable with the common assumption that the noise

of each image point coordinate does not depend on the image point location itself.

Because of the symmetry of the representation of the relative planar pose, the two

points of the point correspondences and the heading angles can be swapped giving the
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same result:

p (r, ϑ− βL, φ− βR) = p

(
1

r
, φ− βR, ϑ− βL

)
, (3.51)

where we introduced r = tan(αR)
tan(αL) for convenience. In practice, this means that we only

have to construct a LUT for 0 < r < 1 and swap ϑ− βL with φ− βR and use 1
r

instead

of r if r > 0.

The likelihood can be determined from the joint probability by dividing by the proba-

bility of the pose p(ϑ, φ):

p(ξ|ϑ, φ) = p(αL, βL, αR, βR|ϑ, φ) (3.52)

= p(αL, βL, αR, βR, ϑ, φ)/p(ϑ, φ) (3.53)

= p

(
tan(αRi)

tan(αLi)
, ϑ− βLi, φ− βRi

)
/p(ϑ, φ). (3.54)

Usually, during the construction of the LUT, one takes care that the different relative

poses are uniformly distributed, making the likelihood proportional to the joint probabil-

ity:

p(ξ|ϑ, φ) ∝ p

(
tan(αR)

tan(αL)
, ϑ− βL, φ− βR

)
. (3.55)

It is now straightforward to construct a LUT from one of the error functions described

in Section 3.5.1, by evaluating the function for the different poses and point correspon-

dences. However, those measures do not take mismatches into account. In Section 3.6.3,

we will show how to construct a LUT from existing data including mismatches. Fig-

ure 3.9 visualizes an example 3D lookup table that was constructed using data from a

simulator.

The LUT can now be used to efficiently determine the bin of the most likely relative

pose given a set of correspondences. For each correspondence ξi, we compute the value

of
tan(αRi)
tan(αLi)

and pick the corresponding 2D slice of the lookup table. Then, we shift

it in the direction of βLi and βRi, wrapping the values at the borders. This results in

the negative log likelihood of each bin given a correspondence. By summing up nega-

tive log likelihood of each correspondence, we obtain the negative log likelihood over

the discretized pose space. This is used to find the Maximum Likelihood solution (see

Equation 3.40). Algorithm 1 summarizes this procedure.

Algorithm 1 Maximum likelihood estimator using a LUT

HIST← 2D array of zeros

for all correspondences {αL, βL, αR, βR} do

compute r = tan(αR)
tan(αL)

HIST += LUT(d(r)) shifted by d(βL) and d(βR)

where d(·) denotes discretization

end for

ML-solution← bin2value(bin with highest value in LUT)
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Figure 3.9: A few slices of a 1283 bin lookup table representing the likelihood obtained

from simulated data as denoted in Section 3.6.3. Again, white bin indicate

low likelihood, while dark bins indicate high likelihood. This likelihood was

also used throughout the experiments. The simulator and data used are de-

scribed in Section 3.7. In (a) one can see that point correspondences with a

r value close to zero, do not tell that much about the data. This is due to the

fact that there is a high chance that it resulted from a mismatch. Note that the

histogram corresponding to a r value close to 1 in (f) is almost symmetric.

Indeed, if r is exactly 1 then r = 1
r

and we could swap φ and θ.
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3.6.3 Constructing a lookup table from data

The LUT can be constructed using an explicit error function. However, as we have

seen, one can usually only approximate the true error using a first order approximation.

Furthermore, it is difficult to model mismatches in the error function. We describe a

different approach, which uses existing datasets of images correspondences with their

ground truth poses. First, we explain how this can be achieved with a simulated model.

Secondly, we show how to use real image data.

Simulated model

Sets of correspondences seen from different relative robot poses, can be generated using

a simulator modeling the planar pose problem. When building such a simulator, one can

use prior knowledge about the specific robot and the environment. In the following part,

a minimalistic simulator is described which will also be used in the experiments.

The simulator consists of a set of randomly picked landmarks and random robot poses.

For each iteration, a random point cloud of 3D landmarks is picked uniformly distributed

inside a sphere of size 2 around the origin. For each run, two random camera poses on a

circle with radius 1 in the x-y plane around the origin are chosen. From the two camera

poses, the ground truth values for ϑ and φ is determined. Note that the distribution of ϑ
and φ is approximately uniform.

A set of point correspondences is constructed by projecting some of the landmarks on

a spherically shaped image surface with a radius of 1 around the camera pose. Thus,

an ideal omnidirectional camera model is used with a full 360 degrees view angle in the

horizontal and vertical direction.

An amount of normally distributed noise with zero mean and standard deviation 0.01
is added to these projections. This noise is not specified in the number of pixels, but

in the space of the spherical image surface. For comparison, the value .01 corresponds

to an angular error of approximately .57 degrees, which corresponds to about 6 pixels

for a typical conventional mega pixel camera with a focal length of 8 cm. This amount

of noise may seem quite large. However, it is not only used to model the noise of the

imaging device itself, but also accounts for the simplifications of the camera model, the

calibration errors and errors of the image key point extractors.

In addition, mismatches are added to the set of point correspondences by creating false

correspondences between projections of different landmarks. We use a mismatch rate of

90%.

The end-result is a large set of relative poses (ϑ, φ) and associated correspondences ξ.

From these
tan(αR)
tan(αL) , ϑ− βLi and φ− βRi are computed, and are put in a 3D histogram.

Finally, each value is replaced by its negative log, resulting in a proper LUT.

The advantage of using a simulator is that we can easily generate large numbers of

correspondences. In practice, the number of correspondences should be a few orders of

magnitude larger than the number of bins in the LUT. Using the simple model described

above we could generate 5 ∗ 1010 samples in less than 10 hours, see Figure 3.9 for a

visualization of this 3D lookup table with 1283 bins.
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3 Two-view pose estimation assuming planar camera motion

Real image data

The drawback of using a simulator is that the used model will always only approximate

real world data. Therefore, we now explain how real image data with ground truth relative

pose data can be used. We assume that there is already a set of relative poses, each

associated with a set of point correspondences extracted from the image pairs.

The main problem of using this data is that the relative poses are in general not uni-

formly distributed. This will cause the simplification proposed in Equation (3.55) to

become invalid and moreover, will result in a bias in the LUT towards certain poses

which are overrepresented in the dataset. However, we can easily compensate for this

problem as follows.

When constructing the LUT, we explicitly take the probability of the relative pose into

account (see Equation (3.54)). In a first step, a 2D discretized probability p(ϑ, φ) is

constructed by making a histogram for all poses in the dataset and normalizing it. Then,

in a second step, the dataset is used to build the 3D LUT in the same manner as for the

simulator, with the difference that for each pose correspondence it adds 1
p(ϑ,φ) to the 3D

histogram. Again, each value of the histogram is replaced by its negative log, resulting

in a proper LUT. Algorithm 2 summarizes the procedure to build a LUT. To keep the

algorithm comprehensible, it ignores the symmetry between ϑ and φ.

A second problem, which cannot be circumvented, is that the amount of data in an

image dataset is limited. As a consequence, we usually can not construct a LUT with

a very large number of bins. In the next section, we evaluate, among other things, the

consequences of such a smaller LUT.

Algorithm 2 Constructing a LUT from real data

PosePrior← 2D array of zeros

for all training data {ϑ, φ, αL, βL, αR, βR} do

PosePrior(d(ϑ), d(φ)) += 1

end for

LUT← 3D array of zeros

for all training data {ϑ, φ, αL, βL, αR, βR} do

compute r = tan(αR)
tan(αL)

LUT(d(r), d(ϑ− βL), d(φ− βR)) += 1/ PosePrior(d(ϑ), d(φ))

end for

LUT← - log each entry of LUT

3.7 Experiments

The algorithms for planar relative pose estimation are evaluated using both simulated

data, coming from a simple robot and camera model and real images from the datasets

described in Appendix A. The focus is on comparing our Two-point algorithm with

the Three-point and Eight-point algorithms, all in combination with RANSAC and M-

Estimators and the histogram-based method. The methods are compared on the basis of

their robustness against mismatches and noise.
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3.7 Experiments

3.7.1 Error measures

As is common in pose estimation literature, we evaluate the heading angle and the ro-

tation angle (Nistér, 2004). The error of these estimated angles is computed by taking

the absolute difference with the ground truth heading and rotation as in Stewénius et al.

(2006). See Appendix A for a description of how ground truth data was obtained for the

real home datasets. Because these error values are not normally distributed, mean errors

and standard deviations are not that descriptive. Therefore, we mainly use the median

to describe the location of the error distribution. In order to show the significance of the

results, it is common to plot confidence intervals. To obtain these, every experiment is

repeated 10 times with new data, each time determining a new median. A robust way to

describe the spread of these medians is to use the Median of Absolute Deviations (MAD)

which is given by:

MAD(X) = mediani (|xi −medianj(xj)|) . (3.56)

Another important evaluation criterion is the computational time used by the algo-

rithms. For all experiments, we report these times. However, we should note that eval-

uating the computational times of computer algorithms is difficult. It depends greatly

on the way they are implemented and the computer architecture they run on. For these

experiments, all algorithms were implemented in C++ and run on the single 2 Ghz CPU

core of a Pentium PC.

3.7.2 Experiments on simulated data

First, the different approaches are applied to simulated data, which allows us to control

the projection noise and number of mismatches. It also allows us to add some non planar

camera motion, simulating a ground floor that is not level or inclination of the robot.

Experimental setup

A lookup table was constructed using the simulator as described in Section 3.6.3. The

number of bins to represent φ, ϑ and r were all 128, which caused the computational time

to be comparable with that of the RANSAC + M-Estimator combined with the 3-point

algorithm. The number of point correspondences used was 1010, which took three hours

to build. The error threshold for both RANSAC and the M-Estimator were set according

to the projection noise of the simulator. Test data was picked using the same simulator

as described in Section 3.6.3, which used a mismatch rate of 90%.

Resulting distributions

The distribution of errors is given in Figure 3.10. The accuracy of the histogram-based

method is higher than that of the state of the art method. In addition, it is clearly visible

that both distributions have long tails, showing the need of describing them using robust

statistics.
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(b) Heading error of LUT.

Figure 3.10: Comparison of the heading error of RANSAC + M-Estimator combined

with the Planar Three-point algorithm and the proposed LUT ML method

for 90% mismatches. The distribution of rotation errors shows a similar

pattern.

Sensitivity to mismatches

To test the robustness of the different methods to mismatches we vary the number of mis-

matches, from 50% to 99%. In total, 105 iterations were conducted. In Figures 3.11(a)

and 3.11(b) the resulting estimation errors are plotted.

Both the heading and rotation results show the same trend. The error of the RANSAC

+ M-Estimator with the 8-point algorithm, which does not take planarity into account,

increases rapidly when more than half of the correspondences are mismatches. The

RANSAC + M-Estimator with the 3-point is always better than the 2-point version. and

3-point algorithm behave similarly and start diverging at 65% mismatches. Note that the

3-point version is always slightly better than the 2-point version. The accuracy of the

rotation estimates of the histogram-based estimator is higher than both the RANSAC +

M-Estimator variants at more than 50% mismatches. For the heading estimates this is

the case at more than 65% mismatch.

Sensitivity to violations of the planar assumption

In practice the motion of a robot is never strictly planar. Therefore, we test the behavior

of the algorithms when small rotations with axes parallel to the ground floor are added

to the poses. We built two separate LUTs for this experiment. The first one, denoted

with “LUT-con” was created using the conventional simulator described in Section 3.6.3

using 107 simulated correspondences. The second one, denoted with “LUT-rot”, was

also created with that simulator but in addition rotations were added about the two robot-

axes parallel to the ground floor both up to .25 radians. This last LUT thus reflects the

error resulting from slightly non planar motion.

In Figures 3.11(c) and 3.11(d), the median errors are plotted against the amount of

pitch and roll, for a mismatch rate of 60%. As can be seen at an angle of .3 radians
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the combination of RANSAC and the Three-point algorithm, as well as the LUT-con

method have the same or worse error as the combination of RANSAC with the Eight-

point algorithm which is not influenced by non planar motion. Note that this corresponds

to a percentage-grade of 31%, which is not realistic in a lot of robotic applications. It can

be seen that the LUT-rot method, learned to be more robust against non planar motion.

3.7.3 Experiments on real data

The different approaches are also applied to real data, taken by an omnidirectional vision

system in challenging home environments. The number of mismatches will vary sub-

stantially from almost 0% for consecutive image to 100% for images taken in different

rooms.

Experimental setup

From every dataset described in Appendix A, we use every pair of camera images. It

could however be that the pair of images was shot at the same position because the robot

stood still and rotated on the spot. In that case, the heading cannot be determined. We

discard these image pairs. Furthermore, if images are taken at more than 5 meters apart,

then the chance of finding point correspondences is small. So we also discard these pairs.

Still, for each set there are around 106 image pairs left.

To extract point correspondences from the image pairs, the SIFT algorithm is used

(Lowe, 2004). First, omnidirectional images are mapped to panoramic images (Bun-

schoten, 2003), from which the SIFT feature points are found. These features are de-

scribed by the standard SIFT descriptor of 128 dimensions. If two features in the same

image have a small distance in descriptor space then they are removed. A set of point

correspondences between two images is determined by applying the standard matching

scheme as described in Lowe (2004). This resulted in on average 25 matches per image

pair. The groundtruth relative pose was computed from the groundtruth robot positions.

Sensitivity to mismatches, trained with simulated data

In order to evaluate the performance of the methods, we would like to vary the number

of mismatches. This cannot be controlled in real data, therefore we made subsets of the

data on the basis of the distance between the poses. We assume that for larger distances it

is more difficult to find matching features. For the Histogram method we first use a LUT

constructed using the simulator described in Section 3.6.3 and see how well it compares

to state of the art methods. In Figure 3.12(a) and 3.12(b), the heading and rotation error

of the different methods is plotted as a function of the distance between the images for

the Almere 4 dataset . It is clear that on a whole the errors are much larger than was the

case for the simulation data. This is partly due to the fact that some of the views were

obstructed by furniture, walls or people walking in the environment.

In the plot of the heading error (Figure 3.12(a)), one can see that the RANSAC + M-

Estimator combined with the Two-point algorithm is outperformed by the Three-point

algorithm version, which in turn is clearly outperformed by the Histogram method for

distances larger than 1.5 meters. The accuracy of the RANSAC + M-Estimator combined
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(a) Heading errors, simulation data
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(b) Rotation errors, simulation data
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(c) Heading errors, non planar simulated data
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(d) Rotation errors, non planar simulated data

Figure 3.11: Comparison of the different relative pose estimators using simulated data.

(a) and (b) show the heading and rotation errors for different numbers of

mismatches. (c) and (d) show the heading and rotation errors for different

amounts of non-planar motion. The MAD statistic is used to draw confi-

dence intervals of the medians.
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(c) Heading errors, Spaan 1
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(d) Rotation errors, Spaan 1

Figure 3.12: Comparison of the different relative pose estimators using real images.

In 3.12(a) and 3.12(b) the errors are shown for the Almere 4 dataset. For

this test the LUT was built using a simulator. In 3.12(c) and 3.12(d) the

errors are shown for the Spaan 1 dataset. For this test the LUT was built

using images from the Almere 4 dataset. The MAD statistic is used to draw

confidence intervals of the medians. However, these intervals are relatively

small, and hard to see in the graphs.
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3 Two-view pose estimation assuming planar camera motion

Table 3.1: Average computational time usage per relative pose estimate in milliseconds

for the different methods.

Hist ML RANS+M-Est

1283 643 323 163 8pt 3pt 2pt

1.3 0.28 0.07 0.036 3.6 3.8 0.68

with the Eight-point algorithm is not that bad as compared to the methods taking the

planarity constraint into account. This could have been caused by the fact that the robot

was leaning over when accelerating, slightly violating the constraint. For the rotation

error (Figure 3.12(b)), the improvement of the Histogram method over the RANSAC +

M-Estimator with Three-point method is less pronounced.

Sensitivity to mismatches, ingtrained with real data

Next, we constructed a lookup table using all the image pairs of the Almere 4 set that

were within a 5 meter distance and applied it to the Spaan 1 set. We used two different

bin sizes, the first had 1283 bins and the other 163. The Maximum Likelihood solutions

based on these two tables were compared to the RANSAC + M-Estimator combined

with the Three-point algorithm and solutions given two LUTs based on the simulator,

also with dimensions 1283 and 163.

In Figure 3.12(c) and 3.12(d), the results are shown. As can be seen, the overall

accuracy is less than for the Almere 4. A reason for this could be the motion blur,

caused by the bad illumination of this dataset. The histogram with 1283 bins based on

the simulator performs best, followed by the 1283 bins LUT-based on the real images.

Probably this is due to the limited number of point correspondences in the real image set.

For the much smaller LUTs with 163 bins, this seems to be less problematic, visible by

the improvement of the LUT-based on real images over the one based on simulated data.

Averages over the data sets

Application on other datasets and different bin sizes resulted in comparable errors. Fig-

ure 3.13 summarizes these results. Note that all three RANSAC-based methods failed to

robustly estimate poses for the difficult Biron 1 set in contrast to the proposed method.

Bin size vs CPU time

To evaluate the influence of different bin sizes for the lookup table, we tested the His-

togram method for different numbers of bins. In Table 3.1, the average computational

time in milliseconds is given per image pair for the Almere 4 set (other datasets showed

similar trends). As can be seen, small lookup tables result in a large speed-up, but this

comes at the cost of a larger error (see Figure 3.12). The RANSAC + M-Estimator com-

bined with the Planar three point algorithm is three times slower than the Histogram

method with 1283 bins.
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(a) Heading errors
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(b) Rotation errors

Figure 3.13: (a) Heading errors and (b) rotation errors for the different estimators applied

to all three datasets. The MAD-based confidence intervals are omitted, be-

cause they were very small and hard to see.

3.8 Discussion

An important advantage of the histogram-based pose estimator is that it provides a full

likelihood over the discretized space of possible relative poses. Thus, apart from com-

puting a Maximum Likelihood solution as shown in the Experiments section, this could

make the method useful for a range of other applications.

The proposed method could be readily applied to particle filter-based robot localization

schemes (Gross and Koenig, 2004), where each hypothesized robot pose can be weighed

by the likelihood given newly acquired images. On top of this, geometric SLAM could

benefit from the proposed method. If needed, a parametric uncertainty model of the

Maximum Likelihood can be estimated easily from the full likelihood. This could, for

example, be achieved by fitting a Von Mises or mixture of Von Mises distributions on the

discretized likelihood space (Bishop, 2006).

Another task that is very much suited for the proposed example is that of topological

mapping. Some state of the art topological mapping approaches use proper probabilistic

data association techniques to compare pairs of images (Cummins and Newman, 2009).

However, in addition they apply ad hoc rules to check whether the matched point cor-

respondence fit in a certain local geometry by computing the relative pose. Because of

the probabilistic nature of the proposed method, it is straightforward to combine it with

these proper data association techniques, ending up in a fully probabilistic topological

mapping method.
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3 Two-view pose estimation assuming planar camera motion

3.9 Conclusion

In this chapter we have investigated the planar relative pose problem thoroughly. By

doing so, we have provided some new insights and developed some powerful algorithms.

The most interesting insight is that two point correspondences do not always define a

single planar relative pose, but half of the time define two relative poses. We developed

a novel algorithm that computes the single or double solution in closed form from two

point correspondences.

We continued by developing algorithms for the planar pose problem that can cope with

noisy data including large percentages of mismatches. This resulted in a combination of

existing robust estimators, including RANSAC and the M-Estimator, with known error

functions adapted for the planar pose problem. Furthermore, we have shown the advan-

tage of discretizing and analyzing the complete solution space. In the planar motion case

this is two dimensional. Probabilistic methods were proposed that learn the likelihood

over this space from a training set of representative images. Experiments on challenging

image sets acquired in real homes showed a 20% increase in accuracy with respect to

state of the art methods consisting of a planar constrained RANSAC and M-Estimators.

In addition, an efficient technique was presented for building a concise lookup table

of the likelihood. This reduces the estimation process to simple lookups. Computing a

full likelihood given two images costs as little as 36 microseconds, in comparison to the

3 milliseconds RANSAC uses. This could even be improved, for example, by using a

multi-resolution approach as described in Olson (2009a), in which a small lookup table

is used to isolate candidate areas for the ML solution. These are then investigated further

using a bigger lookup table. Another possibility is implementing the method on a GPU,

which can much more quickly manipulate 2D histograms.
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